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INTRODUCTION 
In studies of acoustic waveguides in ocean [l], Transverse vibrations of 
nonhomogeneous strings [S], etc., we encounter a new class of problems 
of the type L,x = Ct=, Pk(dkx/dtk) = Ax defined on an interval J, and 
L2 y = CF= o Qk(dky/dtk) = ;ly defined on the adjacent interval J2, where J, 
and J2 have a common boundary point t = b, 1 is an unknown constant 
(eigenvalue), and the functions x, y are required to satisfy certain mixed 
conditions at the interface t = b. In most of the cases, the complete set of 
physical conditions on the system gives rise to (generalized) selfadjoint 
eigenvalue problems associated with the pair (L,, L,). We may broadly 
classify these boundary value problems (BVP’s) into three types, namely, 
(i) where the values of x and y at the interface point t = b are not 
explicitly related to each other, 
(ii) where x and y satisfy continuity conditions at t = 6, and 
(iii) where x and y satisfy certain matching conditions at t = b. 
In an earlier paper [9], we studied the solutions of initial value problems 
associated with the pair (L,, L,). The next fundamental aspect of this new 
class of problems is the study of (generalized) selfadjoint boundary value 
problems (SABVP’s) associated with the pair (L, , L,). In the present work, 
we shall establish the existence of SABVP’s associated with (L,, L,) and 
characterize them, for each one of the three types of problems mentioned 
above. 
Before indicating the division of the work into sections, we shall 
introduce a few notations and make some assumptions. For any compact 
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interval J of R and for a nonnegative integer k, let Ck(J) denote the space 
of all k-times continuously differentiable complex valued functions defined 
on J. Let ACk(J) denote the space of all complex valued functions f 
which have (k - 1) continuous derivatives in J and the (k - 1 )st derivative 
off absolutely continuous in J. For a function f, let f(j) denote the jth 
derivative off, if it exists. 
For a compact interval J and for a positive continuous function r(t) 
defined on J, let L,(J, r) denote the Hilbert space of Lebesgue measurable 
complex valued functions f defined on J such that r(t) If(t)] * is integrable 
over J. The innerproduct in L,(J, r) is given by (f, g) = jJ r(t) f( t) g(t) dt, 
f, g E L,(J, r), where g(t) denotes the complex conjugate of g(t). Let 
Hk(J, r) denote those functions f in ACk(J) such that both f and f@) are 
in L,(J, r). 
Let ck denote the k-dimensional complex space whose elements we take 
to be column vectors. For a (k, x k2) matrix A with complex entries, A* 
denotes the (k, x k,) matrix which is the conjugate transpose of A. Let A -’ 
denote the inverse of a square matrix A, if it exists. If fii EC” and /I2 EC”, 
then column (pi, f12) denotes the (n + m) column vector formed by the 
components of pi followed by the components of fi2 taken in that order. If 
V, and V, are two vector spaces, then I’1 x V2 denotes the Cartesian 
product of I’, and V,, taken in that order. For a positive real number a, 
let [a] denote the largest integer less than or equal to a. Let Dj denote the 
jth order ordinary differential operator. 
For an operator T, D(T) denotes the domain of T. An operator S is 
called an extension of T, denoted by T c S, if D(T) c D(S) and TX = Sx for 
all x E D( T). A densely defined operator S in a Hilbert space is said to be 
symmetric (selfadjoint) if SC S* (S= S*), where S* denoted the adjoint 
of s. 
If H is a Hilbert space over the complex numbers @, we let HZ = HO H, 
considered as the space of all pairs {f, g} where f, g E H. If (. , .) denotes 
the innerproduct in H, then the innerproduct and the pairing in H* are 
defined by 
KLg>, WW=W)+(g& and ({.Ls}, {hk))=(g,h)-Ukh 
respectively, for {f, g }, {h, k} E HZ. A linear relation in H is a linear 
manifold in H*. If M is a subspace (linear manifold) in HZ, we let 
If T is a subspace of HZ, the adjoint T* of T is defined as the linear 
manifold 
T* = ({h, k} E H*/(g, h) = (f, k), for all (f, g} E T}. 
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A subspace T is said to be symmetric (selfadjoint) if Tc T* (T= T*). Let 
u’: HZ + H2 be an isometry given by w({J; g)) = {g, -Si. If T is a sub- 
space in HZ, the orthogonal complement of T, denoted by T’, is defined 
by 
We note that T*=w(T’)=(w(T)) ’ is a closed subspace of HZ. A sub- 
space M in HZ is said to be orthogonal to a subspace N in H2 if (x, y) = 0, 
for all x E A4, y E N, and we denote it by M I N. If M I N, MO N denotes 
the direct sum of M and N defined by 
M@N= {x+ y/x~M, YEN}. 
Keeping in mind the physical applications, we shall study the 
(generalized) selfadjoint boundary value problems associated with a pair of 
ordinary differential expressions (15,) L2) of the form given below. 
Assumption 1. Let J, = [a, h] and J2 = [b, c], -cc <a < b < c < +a. 
Let 
I,,=$ c~‘(-l)jDJpjW+ ( 
C(rt - 1 WI C (-~)~(D~+‘~,DJ-D~~,DJ+’ 
.i = 0 j=O )> 
and 
‘F’ (-l)jDjgjDj+ [Cm- lC1 1 ( - 1 )‘(DJ+ ‘AiD’ - DJhjDj+ 1 
j=O i=O 
where pj E Cj(J,), j= 0, 1, . . . . [n/2], gjE Ci(J2), j = 0, 1, . . . . [m/2] are real 
valued functions ; qj E CJ + ’ (J1), j=O, 1, . . . . [(n- 1)/2], hjd+l(J2), 
j = 0, 1, . . . . [(m - 1)/2] ; and r, E C(J,), r2 E C(J,) are positive (real valued) 
functions. We assume that pc,,2,(t) # 0 if n is even and qc+ ,),*,(t) # 0 if IZ 
is odd, for all te J,; and gt,,2,(t’)#0 if m is even and hCc,,P1j,2,(t’)#0 if 
m is odd, for all t’ E J,. For the sake of definiteness, we also assume that 
n>m. 
Assumption 2. Let A and B be (m x n) and (m x m) matrices with com- 
plex entries, respectively, such that range of A = range of B, and (hence) 
rank ofA=rank ofB=d(bm). 
In Section 1, we shall define three types of mixed ordinary differential 
operators (nonexplicit, continuous, matching) associated with the pair 
(L,, L2) in the space L,(J,, rl) x L,(J,, rZ). The adjoints of these operators 
exist and we shall indicate the structures of the domains of these adjoint 
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operators, the knowledge of which is essential for characterization of the 
three types of SABVP’s associated with (L,, L,). 
In Section 2, we shall characterize all subspace extensions of a closed 
symmetric subspace in an abstract Hilbert space HZ. 
In Section 3, using the results of Section 2, we shall establish the 
existence of the three types (Nonexplicit, Continuous, Matching) of 
SABVP’s associated with (L,, L2) and characterize them completely. 
In Section 4, we shall present physical examples from acoustic 
waveguides in ocean and transverse vibrations in nonhomogeneous strings. 
1. DEFINITIONS 
Let f/j} denote the jth quasi-derivative off, with respect to Li, i = 1,2. 
For the definition of quasi-derivative see pp. 26 and 30 of [S]. For 
{fly f2} E H”(J1, rl) x H”(J,, r2h let 
~i(t)=column(f,(t),f\“(t), . . . . . f';-"(t)), 
IIf,l(t)=column(f,(t), f j"(t), . . ..f jflp')(t)) 
for t E J1 and 
72(tf)=column(f2(t’), f:“(t), . . . . f$“-“(t’)), 
[f2](t’)=column(f,(t’), fi’}(t’), . . . . fj”-‘I(t)) 
for t’E J,. 
It can be shown, from the definition of quasiderivatives and Assump- 
tion 1, that there exist absolutely continuous nonsingular matrices E(t), 
t E J1 of order (n x n) and F(t’), t’ E J, of order (m x m) such that 
Cf1Xt) = mm and Cf*l(t’) = F(t’) 72(P) (1) 
for all t E J, and t’ E J2. 
Let H = L,(J,, ri) x L,(J,, r2) be the Cartesian product (Hilbert) space 
equipped with the inner product (. , .) given by 
DEFINITION 1. We define the nonexplicitly mixed ordinary differential 
operator (L,, LJnem in H by 
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For (j’, , f2), {,%, , .f?} E D((L,, L2)nem), the (generalized) Green’s formula 
takes the form 
where F,(r, L,) and F,,(r,L,) are the boundary matrices for pi L, and r,L, 
at t EJ, and t’ EJ~, respectively; F,(f,,fi) and F,.(f2, fZ) are the boundary 
forms for Y, L, and rZ L,, respectively ; and 
(see Definition X111.2.1 and theorem X111.2.4 [4]). 
Moreover it follows, from Theorems 2.2 and 2.3 [8], that jg, (fj’~“(t)~j2”(t)--f(,2~-j}(t)Pij--}(t)), 
for n = 2,~ 
cf,JJ~= PC-’ 1 - jgo (f~“w-l  ^m(t) -fj2p-“(t)fp(t)) (5) -t Q P (t) f\“‘(t) f j”‘(t), for n=2,~+ 1, 
I 
,$, (fif- ‘yt)fpTl(t’) -fp’(qfi’(t’)), 
for n = 2v 
cf*,f21,~= v- 1 - 1 (6) 
1 (fi"(t')~l2"-jJ(t,)-fi2v-~}(tr)fi/l(t,)) 
j=O 
L  ^+ H,(t’)fi”‘(t’)fi’,(t’), for n=2v+l, 
where Q, = qp - 4,, and H, = h,, - ti,,, and p, v are positive integers. 
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Note 1. It can be shown, using Theorem 3.6 [8] and Relation 1, that 
(L 1 L2Lm is a densely defined closed unbounded operator in H and its 
adjoint denoted by (L,, Lz),,, is also a densely defined closed unbounded 
operator in H. In fact, using Theorem 3.12 [S], it can be verified that 
1 
{fi,f*}~~((L1,L2)“,,)lf~i}(~)=f~ir(~)=0, 
NW, > L2h-m”) = j = 0, . ..) n - 1, 
We note by Relation 1 that the quasi-derivatives occuring in the definition 
of D((L, , Lz),i,) can also be replaced by ordinary derivatives. 
DEFINITION 2. We define the continuously mixed ordinary differential 
operator (L,, L2)cont in H by 
N(L,? L2Lont)= KLf2~ EN&? ~,,),,,)if’:‘)(b)=f~‘(b), 
j=O, 1, . . . . m- l}, 
Note 2. It can be shown, using Note 1, Relations 2, 3 and Lemma VI. 
2.8 C61, that (LIT L2Lnt is a densely defined closed unbounded operator in 
H and its adjoint (L,, L,),*,,, is a densely defined closed unbounded 
operator in H given by 
W(L,, L2LJ 
{.Lf2} EW(L1, L,)“,,)lf’:“b)=O, i=o, 1, ..., n- 1, 
= 1 f:“(c) = 0, j= 0, 1, m - 1, . . . . 
Fb(fi,~~)=Fb(f2,~22),forall {~~,~2Z)~D((L,,Lz),,,t)}, 
(Ll? L2E”t~flJ2~ = {L,fl9 L2f2). 
DEFINITION 3. We define the matchingly mixed ordinary differential 
operator (L, , L2)match in H by 
Note 3. It can be shown that (L,, L2)match is a densely defined closed 
unbounded operator in H and its adjoint (L1, L2)zatch is a densely defined 
closed unbounded operator in H given by 
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={{f,,f;}ED((L,,L*)“em)/f:‘)(U)=O..~=O, 1,-,-l, 
,f:“(c) = 0, j = 0, 1, . . . . m - 1, Fh(.f, 1 .f, ) = Fh(f2, f2 1, 
forall (~,,~22fED((LI,L2)match)ir 
(L,% L2hLch~fi>f21= iL,flT L2f*l. 
We note by Relation 1 that the ordinary derivatives occuring in the defini- 
tions of NV,, L2Lt), W(L,, L2)Lch) can also be replaced by the quasi- 
derivatives. 
2. SELFADJOINT SUBSPACE EXTENSIONS 
OF A CLOSED SYMMETRIC SUBSPACE IN A HILBERT SPACE 
Let H be a complex Hilbert space and A, be a closed symmetric sub- 
spaceof Hz. Let M’={{h,kl~A,*/k= &i/z}, where i=fi. Then from 
Theorem 13 [2], we have that A,* = A,,@ M+ @M- and from Corollary 
to Theorem 15 [2], we have the following result. 
Result 1. A, has selfadjoint extensions in H2 if and only if 
dim M+ =dim M-. 
The following theorem is a reformulation of Theorem A [3] and can be 
proved easily. 
THEOREM 1. Let A = A* satisfy A, c A c A,*. Then there exists a 
subspace M, c H2 such that 
(i) M, CA,*. 
(ii) A,*=A.@M,Ow(M,). 
(iii) (M,, M,) =O. 
(iv) A=A.@M,=A,*nM:. 
Conversely, if Ml is a subspace satisfying (i)-(iii), then A = A,@ M, 
satisfies A,cA=A*cA,* andA*=A,*nMF. 
Of particular interest in the above theorem is the case when dim(A,*/A,) 
=2d< +cc (2d=dimM++dimM-, wheredimM+=dimM-=d)and 
the next theorem gives an equivalent formulation of the above theorem for 
this case. Here AT/A0 denotes the quotient space. 
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THEOREM 2. Let A,cA,” and let dim(A$/A,) =2d< +oo. Let 
A, c A = A* c AX c H2. Then there exist d elements x1, . . . . XdE A,* such that 
0) x1, x2, . . . . xd are linearly independent modulo A,. 
(ii) (xi, x,) =O, i,j= 1, 2, . . . . d. 
(iii) A=(w~A,*/(w,~~)=o,j=l,..., d). 
Conversely, if (xl, x2, .,,, xd} E AX satisfy (i)-(ii), then A defined by (iii) 
satisfies A,cA=A*cAX. 
Proof: Let A.cA=A*cA,*. Then by Theorem 15 [2], A = A,@ 
(I- V) M+, where V is an isometry of M+ onto MP and I is the identity 
operator. Since dim(A,*/A,) = 2d, by Result 1 we have dim M+ = 
dim M- = d. Hence ( - V) can be represented by a (d x d) unitary matrix 
(v,.) such that if {b,, f,&, . . . . 4,) and ($i, 1(/2, . . . . \C/d} are orthonormal bases 
for M+ and M-, respectively, then xi=Qlj+C;f=i vik$k, i= 1, . . . . d forms 
a basis for (I- V) M+. If we denote M, = (I- V) M+, Theorem 1 shows 
that x1, . . . . xd satisfy conditions (it(iii) of the theorem. 
Conversely, if (xl, . . . . Xd} E A,* satisfy Conditions (i)-(ii) of the theorem, 
then we can easily show that M, = span(X,, . . . . xd} satisfies conditions 
(i)-(iii) of Theorem 1 and hence A defined by (iii) satisfies 
A,cA=A*cA* 0’ 
3. SELFADJOINT BOUNDARY VALUE PROBLEMS ASSOCIATED WITH (L,,L,) 
From Note 1, it follows that 
and is a closed subspace of HZ. Moreover, 
M’={(LflTf2), {L,fi,L2f2j)~A,*I(Llfi,L2f2)= ki{f,,f2>> 
and from Theorem 4 [9], it follows that dim MC = dim M- = n + m. 
Clearly dim(A,*/A0)=2(n +m) and by Result 1, A, has selfadjoint 
extensions in HZ. In terms of (L, , L2),i,, we have the following result. 
Result 2. (L,, L2)min has selfadjoint extensions in H. 
(11) Let AZ= {{{flJ2~~ {L,f,,L2f2}}l{f,,f2}~D((L1,L2),o,,)>. 
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From Note 2. it follows that 
and is a closed subspace of H’. Moreover, 
and from Theorem 5 [9], it follows that dim M+ = dim MP = n. Suppose 
that (L,, L2Knt = (-hi L2Lnt. Then A,,cAX. In this case dim(AX/A.)= 
2n and by Result 1, A, will have selfadjoint extensions in H2. In terms of 
CL,, L2E”,, we have the following result. 
Result 3. If (L,, L,),*,,, c (L,, L2)cont, then (L,, L,),*,,, has selfadjoint 
extensions in H. 
The following lemma gives a set of conditions under which 
CL1 3 L,),*“, = CL1 3 J52L3”t. 
LEMMA 1. If n=m and Fb(r,L,)=Fb(rzL2), then (L,,Lz)&t~ 
(L,, L2Llt. 
Proof: Let {fi, fi} E D((L,, L,),*,,,). Then by Note 2 we have that 
&;,(fd,,-Fdf,>?J 
=(~l(b))*F,(r,L,)~,(b)-(~2(b))*F~(r2L2)~2(b)=0 (7) 
for all (f,, f2} E D((L,, L2)con,). Under the 
J,(6) =y2(b) and Relation (7) can be written as 
hypotheses of the lemma, 
(ji(b))*Fh(rlLI)(~l;(b)- (.?2(b))=0 (8) 
for all {flj.T2,> ED((L~, L2Lont). S’ mce FJr,L,) is nonsingular and j,(b) 
can take an arbitrary value in @” (see Lemma VI.2.8 [6]), Relation (8) 
readily gives that Ti(b) =7,(b). Hence {fi, f,} l D((L,, Lz)cont) and the 
proof is complete. 
(III) LetA,*={C{f,,f,},{L,f,,L,f2}}l{f,,f,}ED((LI,L2)ma,ch)}. 
From Note3, it follows that A,={({fl,f2}, {L,f,,L,f,}}/(f,,f,}E 
m(L,, L2Elatch )} and is a closed subspace of HZ. Moreover, 
M'={Uf,,f,h {L,f,,L,f,j}EAXI{L,fi,L2f2}= ki{f,,f,>) 
and from Theorem 6 [9], it follows that dim M+ =dim AC = n +m-d. 
Suppose that (L,, LZ)zatch c (L,, L2)match. Then A, c A$. In this case 
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dim(A,*/A.)= 2(n +m -d) and by Result 1, A, will have selfadjoint 
extensions in H*. In terms of (L r, Lz)z,tch, we have the following result. 
Result 4. If (~5, L2)Zatch = CL,, L2Ltch, then (L,, J~~)ZA, has 
selfadjoint extensions in H. 
The following lemma gives a set of conditions under which 
CL1 3 ~2Elatch c (L,, ~2Lnatch. 
LEMMA 2. If n=m=d and (A-‘)* Fh(r,L1) A-‘= (B-l)* FJr,L,) 
BP’, Ihen (LIP L2Eatch c (L, f L2hatch. 
Proof. Let {f,, f,} E D((L,, L2),!&,ch)). Then by Note 3 we have that 
&ud=~,)-mf*J*,) 
= (ji(b))*Fb(rlL1)3~(b) - (~2(b))*Fb(r2L2)~2(b) = 0 (9) 
for all {fr, f,} E D((L,, L2)match). Since Ajr(b) = B’*(b), under the 
hypotheses of the lemma, Relation (9) gives that 
i.e., 
(A?,(b))*(A pl)*Fb(rlL1) A-‘(AJ;(b)) 
- (B~2(b))*(B-‘)*F,(r2L,) B-‘(BJz(b)) = 0, 
i.e., 
i.e., 
(ji(b))*Fdr, L,)(J;(b) -A p’$2(b) = 0. (10) 
Since Fb(rIL,) is nonsingular and J,(b) can tak_e an arbitrary value in_ C”, 
Relation (10) readily gives that 3,(b) = A-LB32(b), i.e., &r(b) = B’*(b). 
Hence (fr, fi} E D((L,, L2)malch) and the proof is complete. 
The following theorem characterizes the three types of selfadjoint 
boundary value problems (nonexplicit, continuous, matching) associated 
with the pair (L,, 15~). 
THEOREM 3. (a) (Nonexplicitly mixed serfadjoint boundary value 
problems associated with (L,, L2)), An operator T in H is a selfadjoint 
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extension of’ (L, , LJ,,, if und only if’ there exist n + m fiinctions 
ix,, . . ..~.l+rn}~D((Ll,Lz),,,) su-h that 
(i) xl3 -., x,,+~, are linearly independent module D( (L 1, L2)min) 
(ii) Cxil,~,lll:+Cx,z,x,zl~=~, i,j=l,...,fl+m 
(iii) D(T)= iifl,hi ED((&, LL,,)ICf’,~ xIIlt + Cf;, ;c,2lb = 
0,j = l,..., n+m. 
where xj= {~jl,~,z},j= 1, . . . . n+m. 
(b) (Continuously mixed selfadjoint boundary value problems 
associated with (L,, L,)). Suppose that (L,, L2)zoont c (L,, L2)con,. An 
operator T in H is a selfadjoint extension of (L,, L,),*,,, if and only tf there 
exist n functions (xl, . . . . x,,} E D((L,, Lz)cont) such that 
(i) xl, . . . . x,, are linearly independent module D( (L,, L2)c*ont) 
(ii) [Xi,, xj*]t+ [X,2, ~j21~=“~ i,j= 1, . . . . n 
(iii) D(T)= {{flgf2j ED((LI, L2Lt)ICfl~ XjllS: + [fz, Xj21i = 
0, j= 1, 2, . . . . n. 
If n=m and Fb(rlL1)=Fb(r2L2), then (L1,L2)c*ont=(LltL2)cont, and 
Conditions (ii) and (iii) take the form 
(ii’) [Xi*, X,j21c- [Xi,, X,l]u=O, i, j= 1, . . . . n 
(iii’) 
j= 1,2, . . . . n}. 
D(T) = {ffl,f2} ED((L~, L~)cont)lCf2, Xjzlc- Cf~~ Xjala=Ot 
(c) (Matchingly mixed selfadjoint boundary value problems associated 
with (L,, L2)). Suppose that (L,, LZ)zatch c (L,, Lz),,tch. An operator T in 
H is a serfadjoint extension of (L,, LZ)zatch if and only if there exist 
‘n+m-d’functions {xl, . . . . x~+,,-~} ED((L~, Lz)match) such that 
(i) x,, x2, . . . . x~+,,-~ are linearly independent modulo 
D((L, 3 L&h,) 
(ii) CX~,,X~~IS:+CX,~,X~~I~=O,~=~,...,~+~-~ 
(iii) D(T) = ((fi,f*}ED((Ll,Lz)match)lCfi, Xjll~+Cf2,Xj~li 
=O, j= 1, . . . . n+m-d}. 
Zf n = m = d and (A-‘)*F,(r, L,) A-’ = (Be1)*Ft,(r2L2) B-‘, then 
(Ll? Urzatch = (Ll? unatch > and Conditions (ii) and (iii) take the form 
(ii’) CX;I, Xj*lc - CXit, Xjllrr=O, i,j= 1, . . . . n 
(iii’) D(T) = {{fi,fil ED((LI, L*)nmtch)lCf*? X,*lc- Cfl, Xjllo 
=O,j=1,2 ,..., n.}. 
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Proof (a) Applying Theorem 2 to the subspace A, defined in (I), we 
get that a subspace A in H* is a selfadjoint extension of 
such that 
(i) {{Xii, Xi*}, {LiXil, &Xjz}}, i= 1,2, . . . . n+m are linearly 
independent modulo A, 
(9 (({Xi,3 Xi2)r {LIXi*, L2Xi2}}Y { {Xjl, X,2}, (LIX,I, L*Xj*}}) 
=o, i,j= 1, . ..) n+m 
(iii) A = I{LL f2h &h~ L2.f2H E AXI(KL f2>, ~-W,~ 
L*f2}}, {{Xjl,Xj*}r {L,X,I, L*Xj*}})=O, i,j=l,...,n+m}. 
Hence T defined by 
is a selfadjoint extension of (L,, L2)min in H if and only if there exist n + m 
functions {h, x12), . . . . CL+~~~ x,+~~>> E WL L2Lm) such that 
0) {Id, Xi2}, i= 1, -, n + m are linearly independent modulo 
D((Ll, L2)min) 
(ii) ({LIXil, L2Xi2)9 {Xjl, X,*>) - ({Xi13 Xi*}? {LlXj13 L2Xj2}) = 
[Xii, xji]i + [xi*, xj2-J: = 0, i, j= 1, . . . . n + m, (by Green’s formula (4)) 
(iii) D(T) = f{fil.f2) E W(LI, ~2h,,ICf~, x,~lS: + Cf*YXj*l~ 
= 0, j = 1, 2, . . . . n + m} (again by Green’s formula (4)). 
(b) Proof follows, as in part (a), by application of Theorem 2 to the 
subspace A, defined in (II). In case n = m and F,(r,L,) = Fb(r2L2), proof 
follows by using Lemma 1 and the fact that if {f,, f,}, {fi,, fz,) E 
W(L, J%,~~)~ then CfI,fIlb= Cf2vf”lb. 
(c) Proof follows as in Part (a) by applying Theorem 2 to the sub- 
space A, defined in (III). In case n=m=d and (A-‘)*Fb(r,L,) A-’ = 
(B-l)*Fb(r2L2) BP’, proof follows by using Lemma 2 and the fact that if 
~.fi7f2), {f12f2,>~N(LT L2Ltcdr then CfIy.fIlb= [f2yf&. This 
completes the proof. 
4091144/2-3 
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Theorem 3 shows that we can use certain elements of D((L, , Lz),,,), 
Q(L, > L2L”J> N(L, 9 LZLna*ch ) to pose boundary conditions to define 
selfadjoint operators. Below we shall show that the boundary conditions 
for (L,, L,) can be given in a simpler form. 
For CI, = column(a,,, , . . . . rrr , , ), /I, = column(fi,, , . . . . b, r, ) belonging to 
C”, and rz = column(c1,,2, . . . . c(, ,z), fi2 = column(b,,, . . . . 8, ~ ,z) belonging 
to U?‘, and for { fi, fi ) E D((L, , Lz)nem), we define 
and 
for n = 2,a 
J=o 
+ Q (t) f  j”‘(t) 8111, 
F 
for n=2p+ 1, 
for t E Jr, Similarly we define [cI~, /Izlr, and [f2, B2],, for t’ E J2, where ,U 
is replaced by v and Q, is replaced by H,,. 
The following theorem gives a simple form of the boundary conditions 
for the nonexplicitly mixed selfadjoint boundary value problems associated 
with (L,, L,). 
THEOREM 4, An operator T in H is a selfadjoint extension of (L, , LZ),,,,” 
if and only if there exist vectors clj = (ajl, aj2 >, Pi = (Fiji 5 p,2 > E @” X @“, 
j= 1, 2, . ..) n + m such that 
(i) the vectors qj = column(a,, , CY,~, /l,i, b,,), j = 1, . . . . n + m are 
linearly independent 
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Proof: Let 01, = {all, M,~}, /?, = { /I,r, flj2} be as stated in the theorem. 
Then from Theorem 3.5 [S] it follows that there exist xj= {x,r, xjz} E 
D((L,, bInem) with [Xj,l(a)=~,,, Cxjzl(b)=~j~, CX,ll(b)=Pj1, and 
[x,~](c) = bj2. The functions xj, j= 1, . . . . n + m satisfy the conditions stated 
in Theorem 3(a) and since Cf,, ujllu= Cfi, x,lla, Cfi, ajzlb= Cfi, XjZlb, 
Cf~, Pjllb= Vi, x,llb and Cfi, Pjzlc = Cf~, x,Jc, D(T) defined by (iii) is 
the domain of a selfadjoint extension T of (L,, &),,,. 
Conversely, if T is a selfadjoint extension of (I.,, , I?.~)~~,, in I-I, then we 
take functions x, = {xi,, x,~}, j= 1, . . . . n + m from Theorem 3(a) and set 
ajl= Chill, a,2= CXj2l(b)T 8,, = C~,ll(b), and Bjz = CXjzl(C). The vectors 
aj= { aj,, cz,2}, /3,= {pi,, /?,*} satisfy the conditions stated in the theorem. 
This completes the proof. 
In many physical examples that exhibit either continuity or matching 
conditions at the interface, orders of the pair of ordinary differential expres- 
sions are same. Hence, below we shall characterize continuous, matching 
SABVP’s associated with (L,, L,) for the case n = m. 
THEOREM 5. Let n = m and Fb(r, L,) = F,(r,L,). An operator T in H is 
a selfadjoint extension of (L,, Lz),*,,t if and only if there exist vectors 
aj, PI E C”, j = 1, 2, . . . . n, such that 
(i) the column vectors nj= column(uj, flj), j= 1, . . . . n are linearly 
independent 
(ii) [pi, b,], - [cri, uj],=O, i, j= 1, . . . . n 
(iii) D(T) = ({f~,f2) E D((L,, L2)cont)l[f~, gjlo - Cfz, B,lc=Oy 
j= 1, . . . . n. 
Proof: Let 01,, pj be as stated in the theorem. By Theorem 3.5 [S] we 
can find Xj= {Xjv Xj2) EW(L~, L2L) such that Cxj,l(a)=aj, CXJ;?I(C)= 
PI, [x,,](b) = E(b) e,, and [x,*](b) = F(b) ej, where ej= column(0, . . . . 0, 1, 
0 , . . . . 0), 1 in the jth place, j= 1, . . . . n. Then by Relation (1 ), 1, = { xjI, x,*} E 
D((L,, Lz)cont) and [x,,](a)=ol, and [xj2](c)=/?,, j= 1, . . . . n. The rest of 
the proof follows as in Theorem 4, by noting that 
= {{fi,fi}ED((L1, L2)con,)/fji}(c)=fji}(a)=0, j=O ,..., n-l} 
and applying Theorem 3(b). 
THEOREM 6. Let n =m = d and (A-‘)* FJr, L,) A-’ = (B-‘)*Fb(rzL,) 
BP ‘. An operator T in H is a selfadjoint extension of (L,, LZ)zatch if and 
only if there exist vectors u,, flje C”, j = 1, . . . . n such that 
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(i) the vectors yli = column(a,, ,0,) are linearly independent 
(ii) [pi, / 3 , ] ,  - [Xi, 1,11,=0, i,.i= 1, . . . . n 
j=l 
(iii)n,~O = {lfl,f;) E N(L,, L2),,t,hKfi~ %,I,- [If>, Bjl, =O, 
9 ‘.., 
Proof. Let xi, bj be as stated in the theorem. Then we can find 
xi= ix,,, ~~2) EN(L,, Lz)nem) such that C~,,l(a)=~.,, xj~(c)=fl,t 
[xi,](b) = E(b) A -ie,, and [x,,](b) = F(b) K’e,, where e, = column 
(0, . ..) 0, 1, . ..) 0), 1 in the jth place, j= 1, . . . . n. Then by Relation (l), 
Xj= {Xjl, Xj2) ED((L1, LZ)match)~ Lx,, I(a) = q, and CXj*ltc) = Bjj 
j= 1, . . . . n. The rest of the proof follows as in Theorem 4, by noting that 
= ( {h, f2} E&CL,, Ldmatch)/Yjj’(~) =fi’i(c) = 0, j= 0, . . . . n - 1) 
and applying Theorem 3(c). 
Remark 1. For the (m x n) matrix 
mlh column 
B equal to the (m xm) identity matrix, Theorem 3(c) reduces to 
Theorem 3(b). 
Remark 2. For n =m = d and A = B= the (n x n) identity matrix 
Theorem 6 reduces to Theorem 5. 
Remark 3. Theorem 3 can be easily extended to the pair (L,, L2), 
where L, is defined on J, = ]a, b] and L, is defined on J, = [b, c[, 
- co < a < b < c < +co provided L, and L, satisfy Assumption 1 and are 
k-real (for definition see p. 35 of [7]), and A, B are real matrices. In this 
case we have 
0) W(L, LzL,,) = &.,(J1, r, 1 x ffZ12(J2, rd, where ffItl(Jl, rl 1 
denotes the collection of functionsf, E AC”(J,) such that bothf, and L,fi 
belong to L,(J,, r,) and HTz(J,, rz) is defined similarly (see p. 41 of [g]), 
(ii) WC.&, L*)min) = {tfi,f2) E N(L,, ~2LernWi~f~lrr = 
Cfi,&l,=O, f:‘lW=O, j=O, 1 7 . . . . n- 1, fi’j(b)=O, j=O, . . . . m- 1, for 
all {fl,h> E D((L,, LA,,)} (see Theorem 3.12 [Sl), 
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Moreover, by Theorems 4, 56 [9], the numbers of functions xi occuring in 
Theorem 3(a), (b), (c) lie between zero and n + m, zero and n, and zero and 
n + m - d, respectively. 
Remark 4. The results presented here can easily be carried over to the 
pair (L,, L2) where L, and L2 represent systems of ordinary differential 
expressions of orders n and m, respectively. 
Remark 5. For L, = L,, by which we mean the same operator L, is 
also defined on J2, Theorems 3(b), 5 reduce to Theorems 4.6, 4.7 of [S], 
respectively (for the scalar equations). 
4. PHYSICAL EXAMPLES 
1 (Acoustic waveguides in ocean [ 11). The following boundary 
value problem is encountered in the study of acoustic waves in ocean when 
the ocean is considered to consist of two layers, 
with the mixed boundary conditions given by 
f,W=f:L)(4)=0, (13) 
(14) 
where pl, pZ are (positive) constant densities of the two layers, K,, K, are 
constants which depend upon the frequency constant and the constant 
sound velocities c r , c2 of the two layers, il is an unknown constant (eigen- 
value), [0, d,] and [d,, d,] denote the two layers, and fi, f2 denote the 
depth eigenfunctions. 
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In this example, the matching conditions at the interface t = cf, can be 
written in the matrix form 
Here 
A=(: l;,), B=(: l;J, and n=m=d=2. 
If we denote J, = [IO, d,] and J2 = [Id,, d,], 0 cd, -cd, < +a, Eqs. (1 l)- 
(12) can be written 
L,.f-,=?I > = -j.., on J,, 
and 
1 d2f, K:fz ---z-- = -if2 on J,. 
Pz 
We take H= L,(J,, l/p,) x L,(J,, l/p,) and we note_that D((L,, L2)match) 
= ({fi,fz)~~2(J1, llpl)xH2(J2, llp,)lA~~(d,)=B~*(d,)orequivalently, 
fl(4)=fddIh (llp,)f”‘(d,)=(llp,)f:(d,)). Ah we have 
and 
(A -‘)*Fc,, A-‘=(B-‘)*F,, 
For fi, f2 E D((L,, LZ)nem), the quasi-derivatives are given by f j”(O) = 
fl(0), f~‘~(O)=(ll~,)f~‘)(O), f~1(d2)=f2t4h and fi’i&)=(Up2) 
f i”(d,). Choose the vectors ~1~ = (y), c(~ = fil = (E), and p2 = (6). Then 
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are linearly independent, 
(i)) [ai, aj]o= [Pi, pjldz=O, k j= 1,2, and 
(iii) Cf,, ~IIo- Cfi, PlldZ = fi(O)? Cfi, do - Cfi? P23d2 = 
UlPAfWd 
Hence, by Theorem 6, T defined by 
D(T)= {(fi,fi)~WL L~)match)/fi(O)=O=f:‘)(d2)}r 
T{f,,fd = &f~, Lzf~) 
is a selfadjoint operator in H. That is, Problem (ll)-(14) is a selfadjoint 
boundary value problem in the space &(J,, (l/p,)) x L,(J,, (l/p,)). 
2 (Transverse vibrations of nonhomogeneous strings [5]). The 
following problem is encountered in the study of transverse vibrations of a 
string consisting of two portions of lengths dl and d2 with different uniform 
linear densities pi, p2, respectively, having tension T and stretched between 
the end points t = 0 and t = d, + d,, 
L,f,= -c@=Af,, O<t<d, (15) 
d, < t < d, + d, (16) 
with the mixed boundary conditions given by 
fi(0) =fXd, + dz) = 0, 
fi(d,)=f,(d,), fi”(d,) =f :“(d,)> 
(17) 
(18) 
where et = T/p,, i= 1, 2. 
In this example, we have continuity conditions at the interface t = d, 
given by (18). Here n=m=2 and 
Let J, = [0, d,] and J, = [d,, d, + d2]. We take H= L,(J,, l/c:) x 
L2V2, l/c:) and note that W(L,, Ucont) = { {fi, fi> E LAJ,, l/c:) x 
L,(Jz, llc:W’,“W,) =f :“‘(d,), j=O, 1.) 
For {f,, f,} E D((L,, Lz)nem), the quasi-derivatives are given by f j’}(O) 
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=f;(O), ,f’j’j(O) =f’,“(O), ,f‘i”‘(d, + dz) =.f?(dl + d,) and f’i’ l(d, + d,) = 
f:’ ‘(d, + d,). Choose the vectors x, = ( y), x2 = /3, = (z), and /I2 = ( ‘, ). Then 
‘II = I;)=[$ ,i2=(;:>= 
0 
are linearly independent, 
(i) The vectors 
(ii) Cai, ujlo- CBi, Pjldl+d2=0, i,j= 1, 2, and 
is a selfadjoint operator in H. That is, Problem (15)-( 18) is a selfadjoint 
boundary value problem in the space L,(J,, l/c:) x L,(J,, l/c:). 
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